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A note from the editors
We chose Perspective as this issue’s theme 
because the way we view others and the world 
around us colours everything we do. Fiction is 
driven by points of view which are often surprising 
and mirror the peculiarities of real life; all good 
fiction writing comes from an understanding of 
the shades of grey which define us. Our Issue 9 
writers have certainly shown that. Read on to 
meet characters out of their comfort zones, some 
of whom are in dire straights; we look at everyday 
scenarios with twisted insight and look at some 
perspectives that are not quite human – we even 
hear from an emoji!

If you managed to look away from Matt 
Chinworth’s mesmerising artwork, you may have 
noticed a subtle change on our cover this time: 
we finally dropped the ‘Quarterly’ from our 
name. We have been publishing Firewords on a 
more manageable bi-annual schedule for a while 
now so we thought it was about time we became 
Firewords Magazine.

This may be your first time picking up Firewords. 
If so, welcome! As well as the publication in your 
hands, we also run a writing podcast and publish 
helpful articles at firewords.co.uk. We would love 
for you to look around and share any thoughts or 
suggestions with us at info@firewords.co.uk.

Finally, a quick word to mention that Issue 8 will 
always be special to us; we gifted a copy to each 
guest at our wedding in August. It’s unlikely that 
Issue 9 will be involved in any life-changing events, 
but we hope it at least encourages you to look at 
life from a slightly different perspective.

Dan & Jen, Editors

Funny-ish
by Vivian Wagner

Saint Lawrence reclined on 
the gridiron, flames licking 
his body, crisping his flesh. 
You can turn me over now,
he said, joking with his tormentors.
Now he’s the patron saint of
cooks, firefighters, and comedians,
his death – and ours – a simple recipe
of terror and humor,
flame and smoke,
pain and release.

Artwork by Raff Marqs, a Brazilian 
Creative Director and illustrator 
with a few too many passions: 
typography, animation, music, 

cheese, coffee and gin tonic.

Vivian Wagner lives in New 
Concord, Ohio, where she teaches 
English at Muskingum University.



They arrive in the spring, the water people, 
on a day of storm, as a wall of cloud pushes its 
way across the sky from the west; big-bellied, 
black clouds pouring rain and lightning onto 
the earth. We hardly notice them at first—
fleeting shapes in the whipping rain, elongated 
figures that vanish before the eye can focus. 
We see them later. They find places to live 
while the world changes—rain falling in torrents 
and sheets from the lowering sky.

As the days pass and we stare into the cloud 
for signs of change, we sometimes see them in 
the wide ponds that gather as the rain falls—
faces peering back from reflected surfaces, 
or watery hands that tentatively reach out to 
touch unsuspecting passersby huddled beneath 
umbrellas. They peer back at us from birdbaths 
and water Barrels, and they revel in the water 
that spouts from eaves and runs from the ends 
of branches.

The sun is now mostly hidden by cloud, 
and any reprieve from the rain comes only 
briefly and sporadically. The sun will burn hot 
in the afternoon—lawns and roads steaming 
in response to the squinting light, misting and 
thickening the bright air until the clouds close 
in once again.

–
We watch as the water people rejoice in their 

new home. They take the shapes of those things 
around them—watery birds teasing the ducks 
and geese on the wide pools, drippy dogs and 
liquid cats squelching and bounding, rippling 
and rolling. They first find human form harder 
to assume, but after a time, watery figures 
can be seen walking and striding, running 
or bounding as they exhilarate in their new 
shapes, while we endure our sopping clothes 
and sodden shoes.

–

Some say it’s an invasion—an invasion 
of water people, against which we have no 
defence. The invasionists insist the water people 
came across the gulf of space in great ships 
that drifted like interstellar balloons, until they 
spotted the inviting blueness of Earth—our 
Earth, our home. They say the water people 
melted the ice caps to create a new home for 
themselves. Others, more reasonably, say we 
did this to ourselves. The world is changing, 
and maybe the water people are just a new 
species that will inhabit this drowning planet. 
Accelerated evolution, they call it. Others simply 
hope it’s a dream.

Practically speaking, the rain is the threat, 
not the water people. We work hard to hold 
back the water—laying rows of sandbags 
and building berms. While we work, the city’s 
storm-sewers fail, and the dry ponds in the 
neighbourhood become shallow lakes, only 
traversable by canoe.

We bail out our basements, day after day, 
but our homes can’t cope with the incessant 
water. It seeps and it drips and it runs. Wood 
rots, drywall crumbles, and mould spreads. 
Many abandon their homes in dismay for drier 
places to live. But such places are becoming 
few and far between. Those who refuse to leave, 
or are too overcome to resist, are sometimes 
found bobbing amidst the flotsam of their 
disintegrating homes, peered at and prodded by 
the water people that come to investigate like 
curious fishes.

The radio and TV say coastlines everywhere 
are disappearing—water rising faster than 
people are able to flee: cities are drowning, 
islands sinking—vanishing like Atlantis of the 
myth.

THE WATER 
PEOPLE William Thompson is a 

Canadian writer and teacher. When 
not writing, he reads, especially 

children’s and young adult books.

Artwork by Tashi Reeve, an 
illustrator and animator from 

Brighton, UK. He loves adventure, 
history, ramen and board games.

by William 
Thompson
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We think we will be safe enough here—for a 
time. Remember, we say to one another in our 
exhaustion, we had a drought through the 90s. 
The same thing won’t happen here.

Most of us forget that this prairie—this dry, 
sweeping landscape—was once an ocean. But 
the water people know. They sink deep into 
the earth, exhuming evidence of past worlds—
fragments of creatures from days before the 
Rockies thrust up their craggy heads from the 
North American plate. The earth carries the 
memories of such times, and the water people 
put the past on display—bones appearing 
randomly in unexpected places, fragments of 
long Dead Sea creatures that have lain hidden 
by the earth for millennia. Our home is once 
again becoming an ocean, and we are being 
slowly drowned.

–
Then, we can no longer get the news. 

Electricity fails; the Internet vanishes into the 
ether. Anything electronic becomes plastic junk, 
save for use as an awkward table or doorstop.

In the days that follow, the houses along the 
river valley succumb to the rising water. This 
river divides our city. It rises, and the valley fills. 
Houses perched along the bank slide into the 
current, bobbing like giant bath-toys as they 
swirl in the seething water. 

We watch from the only bridge high enough 
to avoid the present flood. A house comes 
careening downriver towards one of the lower 
bridges that once spanned the water. The house 
batters itself to pieces against the submerged 
structure of the bridge. Soon it too will be 
washed away. Some water people stand near 
us, pointing and gesticulating at the violence of 
the water below.

They are like that—mimics of human 
behaviour. They often appear, seeming to 
emerge straight out of the pavement to walk 
along beside us, the smiling watery face taking 
on the semblance of whomever they follow. 
Some of us try to stare them down, some curse 
them for having come in the first place, and 
some simply evert their eyes and flinch away.

–
 

 

With the river spreading itself into a shallow 
sea, we finally have to abandon our home; the 
swampy mire, once our neighbourhood, is no 
longer livable. Finding high ground on which 
to walk is tricky. But we manage it—four of us 
finding our way through the flood. The water 
people watch us go, and we don’t look back, 
leaving them to their new home.

We make it to the highway, rain pooling in 
hollows, the occasional passing vehicle sending 
up water wings as it passes. We walk and walk. 
The rain, warm as bathwater, saturates our skin 
and waterlogs our bodies. We feel heavy with 
water and despair.

Finally, mercifully, a vehicle stops. It’s a bus, 
a commandeered city bus, looking out of place 
here on this stretch of highway. We four pile 
in. It’s warm inside, but everything is damp. 
Nothing can dry in this rain. The people on the 
bus offer us steaming coco out of thermoses, 
and we are grateful. The bus drives. We are 
enfolded by these people like family, all fleeing 
now for the mountains, the only place that will 
soon be above the flood.

We talk; we tell our stories. After several 
hours, the bus stops to let us stretch our legs, 
and we gather at the edge of the summit 
to look down at the new world—a wash of 
swelling and churning water, stretching away 
to the horizon, back the way we have come. 
We are racing the tide. We look west and see 
the safety of the mountains, snowy peaks rising 
to meet the sky. That will be our new home, 
we whisper.

The water people are here, too. They look 
up at us from the edge of the creeping sea, 
seeming to stand waist-deep in the flood. They 
wave their liquid hands, just as though they 
are sad to see us go. There’s something forlorn 
about them, but it’s not they who have to flee 
this flood.

We turn our backs to the sea, once our home, 
and face the mountains that have now become 
our salvation. We clutch one another and weep 
for what we have lost, but the rain simply 
washes away our tears as we reboard the bus 
that will take us to higher ground and the hope 
of our new lives.

in that museum. Expensive dark wood drawers
that slide on rails greased noiseless
to reveal them neat and shrunken in death:
Darwin’s collector’s items.
Their eyes cloudy.
Legs tagged and identified by Latin names in pen-stroke brown,
the ink being eaten by air in process of slow fire.

I remember a ceiling with a fan in Turkey: 
bats flew through the blades
and got smacked only rarely.
That was in a café:
the pet cat of the place, staring intently at the black wings, 
fell from a high wall.
Every leg turned to powder at the shock.
It had beautiful eyes. They crimsoned at the edges,
ran a bloody tear that tarred black
along the inner edge
of the maxillary orbital bone.
For want of anything more suitable,
it was put down with an ether mask -
a throwback.

That cat was a sensual creature.
It arched its back when you stroked it smooth;
it licked milk with a pink tongue, eyes half-closed as if the stuff 
were poppy.

A body like that takes work,
takes luck. Takes money.
Her scent vanilla
(they say it drives men crazy and they’re right).
She wears a Dior dress, blue gingham,
short but tasteful, with collar and feminine belt.
Legs long and waxed. Toned. 
Exfoliated by sea kelp. Her anklet is metal that could pass as lace;
her sheets are priceless.

Her walking
into the room
feels like space and sex and Sunday off;
it’s like the stars – all the glitter of…
Her treat (for her it’s a meal)

by Erich Gerner

Erich Gerner is from Toronto. 
When he isn’t spending time with 
his family, he is probably watching 

a David Attenborough nature show.
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is the kind of yogurt that’s almost cream.
She spoons it into her mouth, makes a face like she’s been kissed
all over. It’s white, he thinks, 
as orchids. Plants that belie the name.
Buoyed by gnarled boughs, they float in green seas,
for all appearances nest in the sky.

She’s a princess.
Her dad is rich.
Her mom is rich.
She has faintingly lissome youth and a Porsche convertible.
She’s talking about the Tokyo Petal Storm 
she read about in the paper,
purring,
cat-casual to her lover in the careless morning 
light.  
He’s tall, dark and handsome.
He’s keeping 
his losses a secret, juggling credit, 
wondering how fast a fired cannonball 
would have to travel before it hit escape velocity,
broke through into the suspended dance of orbit,
always falling
around heaviness, but never into it. Partner 
in muted chill ballet,
always falling
free, resistless,
light as down and
too fast to land.

In dreams even gravity
can stop taking itself seriously,
and the sun can safely lose 
its marbles.  
All eight.

Through the soundproof windows
of her loft (3000 square feet) he can see the sun setting
on the Manhattan skyline. The changed one.

19th century Europeans didn’t have all the cards.
Gentlemen researchers in high field boots
could get muddled,
didn’t know birds in crates sent from the tropics
had had their legs snipped 
for purposes of shipping and decoration.
Thought them naturally footless, called them birds of paradise.
So airy. Ethereal. Born on the wing;
they never had to come down. 

Artwork by Shreya Gupta, 
an Indian illustrator based 
in New York. Her intricate 

work always tells a story to 
its viewers.
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Sunday 1 April 1923

Dearest Mol,

I’m sorry it has taken until now to write you; 
between settling in, training and my first Sunday 
shift, it has been rather hard to keep track of time. 

Everyone has been lovely for the most part, from 
the kitchen staff to the maids, though I’m yet to 
meet the illustrious Lord Denmore in person. And 
Kendlemyre Hall is simply spectacular – I still can’t 
believe I get to live and work on an estate that has 
been here for hundreds of years. 

My room isn’t anything special; the staff quarters 
are a plain affair, nothing like the splendour 
observed throughout the rest of the hall. But Molly, 
oh how I wish you could see it all the same! I have 
my own little desk, topped with embossed green 
leather and a banker’s lamp, a sizable bed (far 
comfier than our own) and a private bathroom, 
complete with tub. I’d expected shared facilities; 
a bath of my own is absolute bliss. 

The previous occupant still feels present, though, 
not least because she left the room in something 
of a state. I asked after her with the head of 
house, a dour man named Spencer; he wouldn’t 
reveal if she was fired or left of her own volition, 
but it’s plain to see that she was a messy sort. 
Picture frames have been left askew. The carpets 
are scuffed and stained. She even left some of her 
belongings behind – a tattered red nightgown and 
a copy of the King James, notes written throughout 
it in neatly pencilled script. Spencer told me to 
throw them away, but you know me and hoarding 
– they are safely tucked away in the top drawer 
where I found them. 

Her scent has lingered too; a bitter berry odour 
seems to coat the room. I must open the windows, 
give it a good airing. 

The first shift was daunting. Waiting on Sunday 
dinner is the whole reason I’ve been taken on, after 
all, and the other girls gossiped about the myriad 

mistakes of waitresses past prior to the start of 
service. I settled in quickly once the performance 
began, though, and by the end of dinner I had built 
up a good rapport with the others. You’d love Grace; 
she’s a lightning wit.

The only negative was having to serve the 
marvellous feast to such self-indulgent, well-to-do 
men. The way they stuffed their faces, Mol, it was 
hideous. The meal itself was anything but, though 
– it looked delicious, particularly the meat. What I 
wouldn’t give for a taste! We don’t get to try any; 
we are but common serfs. But I shouldn’t complain; 
we are well fed, and on weekdays we are even 
encouraged to make use of the extensive grounds 
as if they were our own. ‘Roam free,’ Spencer said 
whilst showing me around, ‘Lord Denmore insists 
his employees spend plenty of time out-of-doors.’ 

I still can’t help feeling oddly envious of those spoilt, 
overweight men, though.

It has been a good start, all things considered. 
There is one thing I can’t possibly replace here, of 
course – you. Whilst this job will provide welcome 
remuneration, our reunion in six weeks’ time can’t 
come soon enough, my darling.

How are the cats? I miss them already – tell them 
that, will you? 

Your Kathryn

Sunday 8 April 1923

My Mol,

‘You’re nothing but a piece of meat to them, 
understand?’ Those were Spencer’s exact words to 
me this afternoon, that self-important wurp. I don’t 
care if he’s head of house, King of England or the 
bloody Pope, that’s no way to talk to your staff. I’m 
coming to hate that man. 

I’m not even sure what I did to make it necessary to 
lambast me in such a fashion – and in front of the 
other girls, no less. 

Bonne Femme
        by Tom Antony Davies

Tom Antony Davies is a writer of 
speculative fiction and dark tales. He is 

based in Manchester, England.

Artwork by Cat Finnie, a freelance 
illustrator based in London, UK. She loves to 

make images that have a surreal quality.
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It came after serving the usual Sunday dinner. I was 
clearing the plates from the table; Denmore and 
his gluttonous associates were already nursing the 
obligatory brandy and were surely but moments 
from filling the room with intoxicating cigar smoke. 
‘This here is a pretty one, Denny,’ one of the men 
said, motioning to me. ‘We should have her one of 
these days, eh? How do you feel about that, my 
lovely? I bet you’d love to join us for dinner, yes?’ 

The man was foul, and already quite drunk. 
But our training was clear; never disagree with 
Lord Denmore’s guests. ‘But of course, Sir,’ I said, 
curtseying for reasons I still cannot fathom. The 
man laughed and slapped my behind, sending 
me out of the room with a handful of plates and 
gritted teeth. I later asked Spencer what I was to 
do in such a situation, but received little by way of 
clarification. To suggest that I was worthy of joining 
such esteemed company was the wrong answer, 
it seems. 

I thought of you then, or more specifically how you 
would have responded if placed in my shoes. 
I know you would have told Spencer where to 
shove his job – if only I were so bold, so brave! 

But my time here is going well, really. Spencer is 
but a servant here too, after all, and I shouldn’t get 
too hung up about his quirks; I’ve witnessed him 
chastising several of my colleagues, so I can at 
least rest easy knowing I’m not being targeted for 
specific abuse. Gracie and another girl whose name 
escapes me (perpetually smells of rosemary and 
thyme) both have it just as bad. 

Besides, I did get one thing over on Spencer today 
– I snuck the tiniest of bites from the roast! It was 
at the end of service, whilst everyone else was 
busy clearing away. I was so very hungry, and 
the roast smelt so very delicious. We were a little 
short-handed (a large girl named Susan missed the 
service; sick, I’m told), and I was fortunate enough 
to find myself alone with a slice of cold meat. 

Can you blame me, really? 

Oh, Molly, it was glorious! Succulent, moist, 
flavoursome. Perfect really, my compliments 
to the chef! A bird of some sort, albeit one I’m 
unaccustomed to (guinea fowl, perhaps?), stuffed 
with wild berries that permeated the meat with 
their flavour. 

Imagining how infuriated such an act would leave 
Spencer made it all the more delicious.

Thinking of it now makes me hungry again, even 
though full of supper and ready for sleep. 

Missing you, as always.

Your Kathryn

Sunday 15 April 1923

My Mol,

I’ve just realised – I’m yet to receive a reply from 
you to my previous letters! I do hope the fault 
lies with the mailroom here rather than you, my 
dearest. I suppose it has only been, what? Three 
weeks? It feels a lot longer than that, doesn’t it? 
Do write back. 

I’ve been reading Clara’s King James. Not the 
bible itself; I know how that would make you feel. 
I’m reading her annotations. One might assume 
that they would relate to the text, but on closer 
inspection it’s clear that they refer to Kendlemyre 
and its inhabitants. The script is neat but 
bordering on nonsensical; all paranoid ramblings 
and conspiracies, the woman was clearly wrong 
in the head. My predecessor and I do have one 
thing in common, though; a taste for sneaking the 
odd morsel on Sunday afternoons. She was quite 
studious in keeping notes on the mini-meals she 
helped herself to each week. ‘Tender’, ‘rich,’ and 
even ‘young and fresh’; perhaps spring lamb was 
on the menu that day? 

I managed to sneak some more meat for myself 
earlier. Beef, I believe. Quite exquisite. Herby. I’d 
eat more if I could, even though I seem to be 
putting on a bit of weight. I must get out around 
the grounds; I don’t want to be flabby come our 
reunion!

Yours always,

Kathryn

Sunday 22 April 1923

Dear Molly, 

These men are the very worst of us. They drink 
and smoke and eat, eat, eat; they don’t care for we 
lesser beings. The way they gorge themselves on 
meat and dripping, it makes me sick to watch. 

So why can’t I stop craving what they have? Why 
can’t I be content knowing I have you and the cats 

and our wonderful life together? 

Why can’t I stop eating?

Kathryn

Sunday 29(?) April 1923

My Molly,

Something’s wrong. 

Three girls have failed to turn up for their shifts now 
with no explanation tendered. I accompanied Gracie 
to ask Spencer where they were, seeing as we were 
already short to begin with. All he said was that a 
new group of girls would ‘relieve us’ soon. 

I wouldn’t worry were it not for Clara’s notes. 
The more I read, the more desperate she sounds. 
She wrote of wanting to escape, of her colleagues 
disappearing one by one. She wrote of the meat, 
how it sickened her to think of it, how she was 
losing more and more of herself with every bite. 
How she was getting fat. Reading it makes me 
tremble. 

Worse still, it makes me hungry.

Gracie hasn’t heard from her husband. She hadn’t 
even realised until I asked; she tried to laugh it off 
but soon started sobbing. She can’t remember his 
face, Mol. 

I try to picture you now and my heart aches. 

Neither of us can say what day it is with any 
certainty; we searched the grounds together for 
a calendar, a clock, anything that might help us 
ascertain the date, but Kendlemyre seems devoid 
of the passage of time.

I’m scared, Mol. 

Kathryn

Sunday

Mol, I know that you probably aren’t receiving my 
letters. I feel I must keep writing, though. I must 
keep hope. 

How long has it been, Mol? I look back through my 
diary and count the weeks. It has only been a week 
since my last letter, or so my notes claim. Can that 
be true? It feels longer, like time itself is stretching 
out around the opulent charade we play out each 
Sunday. 

What of the days in between? I can recall little 
outside of the confines of my Sabbath schedule. 

And I’m fat, Mol. I fear you’d scarcely recognise 
me were you to lay eyes on me, something I grow 
increasingly certain will never happen again. So 
very fat, I repulse myself…and yet I’m still so very, 
very hungry. I devour more and more of the meat; 
I often find myself salivating in its presence.

We are down to the bare bones, now. 

I miss you, Molly. My mind screams at me to run, to 
sneak out in the dead of night. To find a way back 
to you, my love.

But something inside is holding me in place. I can 
feel it in my gut. My stomach refuses to budge. 

It demands more and I am but a slave to its will. 

Kathryn

Sunday(?)

I’m a piece of meat, Mol. A piece of meat. 

Denmore and his cronies don’t bother to hide it 
from me now. ‘You have to cultivate the envy, the 
hate, that unique under-the-thumbness that these 
service types have in spades,’ he declared during 
service today (or was it another day entirely?) 
‘That’s where life’s flavour lies, you see. That’s what 
makes for the best eats.’

Gracie is gone. I’m the only one left. Excluding 
Spencer, that is, who is out ‘recruiting’. My time is 
short. 

All through service I imagined running for the door, 
wondered if they would chase me, give me a head 
start. I can’t, though. I want what they have. 
I need it.

‘Are all yours free-range, Denny? I’ve been keeping 
mine caged, but by God man, the succulence you’ve 
managed to cultivate is something else…’ They look 
at me with hungry eyes, sizing me up, slapping 
my behind, grabbing at me with flabby hands. 
Imagining. 

Gracie was lovely, for what it’s worth. Smelt of 
tangerine and chocolate. I hated myself more and 
more with every stolen bite. 

Know that I loved you, Molly. 

I’m sorry. 

Your Kathryn
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We are told we’ll get the best view from 
the roof of the train, but we mustn’t leave 
our packs down in the carriage. They would 
disappear in the blink of an eye.

A group of us climbs up the ladder, 
pushing and pulling our bags from one set of 
hands to the other; a chain of colourfully clad 
bohemian backpackers. We settle ourselves 
onto the uncomfortable surface with rows 
of rivets and prominent steel seams digging 
into our thighs. We watch as young men 
throw boxes of bananas and pineapples 
into the cargo wagons below us to the rear 
of the train. Barefoot children run up and 
down the dusty track selling empanadas 
wrapped in banana leaves, but we cannot 
reach their outstretched hands. Underneath 
us, the carriages slowly fill with passengers. 
Our excitement is akin to a group of toddlers 
taking its first trip to a fun park.

As the engine fires up, a great puff of 
black smoke billows into the air, and a sharp 
white feather of whistling steam warns the 
last passengers to clamber aboard. The 
locomotive slowly creaks and strains out 
of the station and gathers speed into the 
mountains. After five miles, our eyes are 
smarting with smoke and our clothes stink of 
coal. We can barely see where we are going, 
and we cling together like a conspiracy of 
lemurs to stop ourselves sliding off the roof. 
I pull a llama wool hat onto my head. It 
makes my head itch in the tropical heat, but 

I am naively smug for the contribution I 
made to the local economy. And it protects 
my hair from the sparks flying from the 
engine’s funnel. As we climb higher in 
altitude I am glad for the warmth of the wool.

I don’t know what makes you pick me 
from the crowd, especially since our faces 
are covered in soot. The whites of your eyes 
shine like the snow on Mount Chimborazo, 
with irises as blue as the Ecuadorian sky. 
You show me how to loop my feet through 
the straps of our packs each side of the 
sloping surface to keep us from slipping. 
We lie down on the roof facing backwards. 
The steam and smoke passes over us, 
evaporating into the past, converging with 
the tracks disappearing to a point in the 
distant valley. 

Between the layers of the engine dragon’s 
outward black and white breath we spy the 
wonder of a hundred volcanoes across the 
gaping chasm at our side. We hold on to 
each other as tightly as the train clings onto 
the rocky edge of the Devil’s Nose, defying 
gravity on the steepness of the slope. The 
height is both exhilarating and terrifying. 

As I look into your eyes and smile, I don’t 
notice a glowing cinder that blows from the 
engine’s funnel onto my chest. It burns a hole 
through the Tupac Inca symbol on my tee 
shirt. As we stare at each other in wonder, 
I only feel the scorch when it burrows its way 
right into my heart.

HALFWAY TO 
GUAYAQUIL ON 
THE ROOF OF A 
STEAM TRAIN 
I FALL IN LOVE

by Louise Mangos

Louise Mangos is a 
compulsive writer and Prosecco 
drinker. She lives on a Swiss Alp 

with her Kiwi husband and sons.

Artwork by Eleanor Hardiman. 
Currently based in Bath, she 

creates conceptual imagery with a 
clean, modern and emotive style.
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‘Christine?’ My friend 
was in a dreadful state 
on the phone. 
‘What’s happened?’  

She drew a wobbly 
breath. ‘It’s the budgie.’

‘But you don’t have one,’ I said. 
‘It’s not my budgie,’ she wailed. ‘It’s my 

neighbour’s.’ 
‘What’s the matter with it?’ I couldn’t 

imagine why Christine should be upset about 
next door’s bird.

‘Mrs Menzies asked me to look after Jo-Jo 
while she’s on holiday. When I went to feed 
him today, he flew out of the cage, straight 
into the mirror above the fireplace, and -’ 
she started sobbing again, ‘he’s dead.’

‘It’s not your fault,’ I told her.
‘But the wee bird was Mrs Menzies’ pride 

and joy. I can’t face telling her when she gets 
home tomorrow.’

I really wanted to help my friend – and I 
hit on the answer. 

‘Was it a blue budgie?’ My voice sounded 
casual.

‘No,’ she sniffed, ‘Jo-Jo was green.’
I put down the phone and found the 

number of a local breeder. 

‘I’m looking for a 
green male bird,’ I said. 

The woman had one. 
I jumped into the car, drove to 

her house and bought it. The thing 
was more expensive than I’d expected, but I 
pictured Christine’s relief when I arrived with 
the replacement budgie.

Christine opened the door - and stared 
at the small cardboard box with ventilation 
holes.  

‘Is that what I think it is?’ 
‘A green boy budgie!’ I eased open the 

lid. ‘We’ll just dispose of the other one and 
put this in the cage. Mrs M won’t notice the 
difference.’

‘Oh yes, she will.’ Christine looked 
hopelessly at me. ‘Jo-Jo had only one leg.’

I stared at the contents of the box and 
back at her. There was no need to waste 
forty quid.

‘The left or the right?’

Mrs Menzies’ Budgie
by Linda Tyler

Springtime
by Sandrine Letellier

My skin sucks in

the sweet smell of lilacs

while my gaze rests on nothingness

chasing a fleeing thought,

a tiny thought 

lost in the haystack of my mind.

My imaginary and itchy fingers

keep digging, yearning to retrieve it

but it stings 

like a stingray under attack,

so I let go.

My pores are filled

with the sickening smell of lilacs

while my gaze comes back to life.

Sandrine Letellier holds a BA in 
English and French literature. She 
lives in Montreal where she spends 
her days surrounded by books.

Born in London, Linda Tyler 
lives in Scotland. Her short 

stories have been published in 
the UK and the US.
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splashing and none the wiser. You can imagine 
why I didn’t mention you to them.

A rush of fresh air and rustle of clothing: 
“Oh my God…Daddy!” 

Marianne. I can tell by the muffle that she 
has a hand to her mouth. 

“He looks so…so small.”
I haven’t seen a mirror for quite awhile, 

and it’s probably just as well. This feeling of 
infirmity is enough; I do not need to know the 
look of it, too. I grew to be just over six foot, 
which wasn’t so bad in my heyday—taller, even, 
than Rollie in the end. I was “built,” they used 
to say, with good broad shoulders and muscles 
in my arms and legs that you could make out 
even through my clothes. But being confined to 
bed and unable to feed myself since the second 
stroke, I’ve lost a lot of substance. And, now, 
with this last one... Well, I’m probably quite a 
shocker. 

“I’m here, Daddy,” says Marianne, my little 
Curley Top. 

She takes my hand. 
“I came as soon as I could.”
I know, Dear. I know you did. 
“I managed to get something last-minute 

from Calgary to Moncton,” she’s saying. “Had to 
rent a car and drive to the Island.”

Her voice is still vibrating with the travel and 
anxiety. Marianne lives out west. An engineer, if 
you please. 

“James is on his way,” she says. 
James was our first. He’s always marched to 

his own drummer, but he has a good job with a 
lumber company in northern B.C. Outdoor work 
is where he’s happiest. Like me that way. 

“He can only come as far as Toronto tonight,” 
says Marianne. “He’ll fly in through Montreal 
tomorrow.”

It’s quite a rigmarole they’re going through 
just to have a look at this old pile of bones. If 
I had a say I would tell them not to waste their 
money and time, but perhaps they need the 
visit more than I do. 

They don’t know that you were with each of 
them as soon as they came into the world. Back 
then, of course, I was too preoccupied with the 
fact of seeing my children for the first time to 
dwell on the gentle glow over their bassinettes 
that could easily have been a trick of light. 

And I believe you came again for Irene. 
Near the end, she knew none of us and took 
up talking to people who weren’t even there. 
That was what the others said anyway, but I 
comforted myself that it was you keeping her 
entertained. I would like for my children to 
know your comfort, too, but they’re so keyed 
up they likely wouldn’t notice—even if you 
appeared right before them.

If any would see you, though, it would 
probably be Roseanne. She’s the thoughtful 
one, the only one who remains on the Island. 
She chose well for me in this nursing home. It 
is close to the shore, and all summer I’ve been 
able stare out at the water for hours at a time. 
I have watched the waves roll and crash on 
windy days and enjoyed the sun glancing off 
the blue on days when it was fine. 

Even while I go about dying and can no 
longer see, I prefer the window open as it is 
now. For some time, I’ve heard the wind and 
water whispering to me, “H-u-u-u-bert! Come 
with us-s-s!” I want to, because the pain and 
indignity of my condition have slowly and 
steadily shaken free my attachment to this 
world.

“Wait for me!” is what I want to say.
The kids are rushing to the bed as if I’ve 

made a sound. I can imagine them all leaning 
in, ears cocked as though I’m some kind of old 
sea shell with a message inside. 

“What is it, Dad? It’s me, James.” 
Good. They’re all here. That means I slept 

through the night. A gentle hand on my cheek 
and—my God that feels better—my oxygen 
mask is lifted away. 

“Should you be doing that?” from Gerald.
“Dad, what do you want to tell us?” says 

Roseanne.
Nothing. Even if I could speak, I could not 

begin to tell them about you at this late date. 
We did all the I-love-you’s and such when 
Irene was going down, and we have no other 
unfinished business—except, perhaps, that DNR. 

“He can’t breathe!”
 “Yes he can, Gerry,” says Roseanne. 
It’s alright, boy. I can get enough air for my 

purposes. He’s at the foot of the bed—no doubt 
turning in circles—churning like water in a 
kettle before the whistle goes. 

“Dad!” 
That’s Gerald. 
“Can he hear me?”
“No way to know if he can.” Roseanne. “But 

they say the hearing’s the last to go.” 
 I know she believes that. She’s been 

taking care to step outside with the important 
questions: How much longer? Will he open his 
eyes? What if he stops breathing before the rest 
of them get here?

“I’m here, Dad,” says Gerald. 
I know you are, Son. 
Gerald is forty-two but his voice has a 

tremor I haven’t heard since he was a boy. 
I’d like for him to hear something from me, but 
after the latest explosion inside my head—a 
third stroke I’m gathering—I am mute and 
useless; unable, even, to open my eyes.

“Thank God we have the DNR,” he says. 
Trust the lawyer to be thinking about the 
paperwork.

“Ger-reee…” I can imagine Roseanne 
squeezing his name from the side of her mouth. 
Sounds like she’s walking away. “Out here,” she 
says quietly from the corridor. 

Four or five of Gerald’s long strides. “God!” 
he says loudly. “It seems like I was only just 
talking to him about this after the first stroke.” 

“Sh-h-h!” 
But Gerald is too wound up to be hushed, 

even by his big sister the librarian. He probably 
caught the first plane this morning from Toronto 
to Charlottetown and came straight from the 
airport without even a bathroom break. Likely 
jacked up on coffee, too. 

“Actually,” says Roseanne, “he didn’t sign it.”
Pause.
“He didn’t sign it.” 
She’s right, Gerald, I didn’t.
“He’s had that form for eight fu… Eight 

months!” says Gerald. “I went over it with him 
before I left in January.”

I can imagine my youngest son, pacing 

three steps in a tense circle and running a hand 
through his salt-and-pepper hair.

“Well, apparently he didn’t get to it,” says 
Roseanne. 

“You let it drop.”
No answer.
“Well, now what do we do?” 
Gerry’s got a point. When my heart stops 

beating, or when I stop breathing, I want to go 
quietly. I don’t want anyone pounding on my 
chest or pushing a tube down my throat. Do 
Not Resuscitate. I should have signed the thing 
when he brought it to me, but he was rubbing 
me the wrong way. After Irene passed, I’d had 
enough of his you-should-do-this, you-should-
do-that. Besides, I was already getting my 
speech back. But the second attack in May 
took that away and left me so I couldn’t lift a 
finger let alone sign a form. Since this last stroke 
yesterday, no one knows if I’m even conscious, 
so they’ll have to figure it out for themselves. 

“It shouldn’t be like this,” says Gerry. 
This is too bad for my children. I wish they 

could know you’re in here with me, showing me 
that I will be just fine no matter what happens. 
If I could do it over, this is the one thing—
besides the DNR—that I would do: I would tell 
all of them how I met you.

First time, Rollie, Keith and I were harvesting 
hay in the shore field when we got the idea to 
cool off in the rough water. The contest was to 
see who could make it to the sandbar first.The 
waves were high, and out of nowhere came this 
giant one. Next thing I knew, I was revolving in 
silty water, unable to stand or swim or break 
the surface. I knew I was caught in an undertow 
or a riptide. That’s when I saw you: a bright 
blue light about the size of a Christmas globe. 

“Ride it out,” you said. 
So I stayed limp as a rag doll and you stayed 

with me. When the current finally spit me out, 
I was a fair piece down the shore. Rollie and 
Keith were on the sandbar by then, laughing, 

Ruth Edgett’s stories are 
inspired by her Maritime 

Canada origins. She loves clear 
skies and the sound of the sea.

by Ruth Edgett
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“Put the mask back on!”
I want to tell Roseanne no. If I could force 

out just one word, that’s what it would be… 
“No.”

“No what, Dad?” says Roseanne. I feel the 
fragrant warmth of her long hair swinging past 
my face. 

“What’s he saying? Dad?” 
Poor James. He came all this way and his 

father has barely one word for him.
“No,” says Roseanne.
“He said no. What does that mean?” 
“I think it means he’s ready,” says Roseanne.
“We love you, Daddy,” says Marianne, her 

voice trembling above me. She’s right here by 
my pillow, opposite her sister.

“Yes, we do,” agrees Roseanne.
Now it’s quiet. Like they’re waiting for me to 

do something.
 “What now?” says Gerald after a moment. 

“Is he going to say anything else? Don’t you 
think you should give him back his oxygen, 
Roseanne?”

 “Funny, Gerry. You were the one pushing 
him to sign the DNR. Now you don’t want to let 
him go.”

“Well, how can he talk if he can’t breathe?”
“Quiet,” says James. “Let him speak if he’s 

going to.”
My lungs do have to work harder now. Heart, 

too.
“Oh, Daddy! You’re struggling.”
Yes, Marianne, but it’s alright.
“It’s alright,” says Roseanne.
“Look at his chest heaving. Listen to him 

trying to breathe!” says Gerald. “Put the mask 
back on.” He’s rounded the foot of the bed. “I’ll 
call someone if you won’t.” Now he’s at my side. 
“Give me that thing!” 

Roseanne is bracing against me. I think she’s 
got the call button in one hand and my mask in 
the other. 

“Press it!” he’s saying.
“No, Gerry, no!” she says urgently; then, 

softly, “Let him be.”
The graceful thing would be to exit right 

now, before they hurt themselves over this.
Somewhere near my feet, James shifts. “She’s 

right, Ger,” he says, and I can feel him coming 
closer. “Step away, little brother.” 

“Wha...” People changing places. “Don’t 
y—?” 

Someone sniffs sharply and walks away. 
Gerald, I’m guessing.

Marianne is crying full-out now, right into 
my ear.

“Is—is he still breathing?” 
 Roseanne leans in over my face. “I don’t 

know,” she says.
Those waves are still gushing my name, and 

the breeze off the water is teasing me to come. 
You’ve begun to move and it surprises me, after 
so much time in bed, that rising comes as easily 
as it does. I think I can just follow you…

–

Gerald Stewart blinks the spots from his 
eyes, runs a hand through his hair and turns 
from the open window to face the others. 
The only sounds inside their father’s room are 
the waves washing the shore and the heart 
monitor’s single, steady tone. He wants to ask 
if they saw that ball of light, too, but he can’t 
speak just yet. 

Dad is still as stone and Marianne is 
hunched, shoulders shaking, in a chair beside 
him with her face turned into his pillow. 
Roseanne is stock-still where Gerald left her, 
staring at the oxygen mask in her hand. Behind 
her, James takes a step forward. He cranes 
around his sister and peers into his father’s face. 

“Well,” he says, shifting to meet Gerald’s 
eyes, “whatever happened in there, it made him 
smile. That’s got to be good for something.”

Artwork by Katherine Lam, 
an illustrator based in NYC. She 
creates atmospheric images that 
evoke a sense of surrealism.
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Short Short Stories

Next time...

This is the prompt you need to take your inspiration from if you want to take on 
the Short Short Stories challenge for Issue 10. Head to firewords.co.uk/
submit for more details, including that all-important submission deadline.

ISSUE 10 PROMPT:

The Story of Veronica

Auē! Picture Perfect

The Minister’s Cat

Suzanne Samples likes roller 
skating and baton twirling, 
sometimes simultaneously. She 
celebrates Caturday and thinks 
roller derby will change the world.

Monica Dickson writes 
short fiction. She has recent 
work published in Salomé 
magazine and online in 
The Cabinet of Heed.

Alex Reece Abbott writes across 
genres, forms and hemispheres. An 
Irish Novel Fair winner, and Bath 
Novella-in-Flash Award finalist, her 
work is widely published.

Carole Johnston is a British 
writer of short stories in different 
genres. Currently, she is murdering 
people in her imagination!

This way to
     the stories...

THE CHALLENGE:
A collection of flash fiction short stories all under 400 words, all inspired by 
the same prompt. Enjoy our favourites on the next page...

THE WINNERS:

THE PROMPT:

Miss Chief is here 

You are told.

Do you say Who 
is Miss Chief?

or bark 
what mischief?

or say, ahh

indeed! With lit eyes

and itchy fingers,

and purr, do let her 

in please, do let
her in.

A CALLING Jane Akweley Odartey is 
a Ghanaian-American writer, 

abstractionist and artisan. She blogs 
at janethroughtheseasons.com.

by Jane Akweley Odartey
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On the dull Kent ward, I held your 
slender hand, your veins a network 
of creeks running blue, every bone 
displayed like an x-ray before me. 

That dawn, I’d picked poppies – 
your favourite – from the edge of the 
car park. 

You, strong and resilient, so passive. 
Your bed, a cage, ribbed side-rails 
creeping ever higher. 

Wondering whether you’d 
rather be back home in 
Auckland, I scented 
your pillowcase with 
manuka. 

On your windowsill, 
the poppies burned 
bright but drooped in 
the stifling heat. 

–
“Go now,” you said. 
Giving me permission, not 

instructing. Your gaze, soft with 
love and morphine. 

“Go now.” 
You didn’t want me to see 

you weakened. 
I said…”Thank-you for everything.” 

Inane – small – compared to what 
you had given, and what I wanted 
to say. 

Trying to capture all you’d been, 
were, are to me. 

A bland precis. A pale lament. The 
treachery of words. 

You always knew what I meant. 
–

Against my instinct, I left. A slow 
sleepwalk, the honour guard of beds 
either side of the aisle, my face set 

against the tears, my focus 
blurred. 

I felt you watching me, 
our fragile connecting 
thread stretching. At 
the doorway, 
I made myself smile. 

Then, I turned and 
looked at you. 

Your glasses were off, 
so you couldn’t see me. 
But you knew. 

I waved. 
That’s what you 

do when you say 
goodbye. 
I stumbled into the 

wide corridor, swallowed by the 
business of care, propelled by the 
scurrying, clanking slipstream, not 
unbound, but the thread was yielding.

–
At the nursing station, I stopped. 

For you. And, for me. It was 
something better than useless. 

“Pain, that’s her one fear, so please 
check on her,” I urged the nurse. “Last 
night she was in pain, and it took a 
long time for the nurse to come, then 
nothing more happened. Don’t leave 
her in pain,” I said. “Please.” 

The nurse smiled. “Of course,” she 
said. Her smile was hollow; the tired, 
placating smile of a woman who’d 
heard it all before. 

I was not placated. 
Finally, she nodded and promised 

she’d speak to a doctor. 
Unconvinced, I walked out the front 

door, sure I’d let you down. 
Knowing we would not see each 

other again in this life, I drifted to the 
car, deep in grief’s trance. 

In the breeze, poppies shed tissue-
thin tears. 

It was raining, the way it does when 
someone important has died. 

I’m not letting him in; not this 
time. He head-butts the scratched-
up plastic archway cut low in the 
kitchen door. He’s brought me a 
gift, brown-grey and twitching, by 
way of apology. Before I’d have 
welcomed him in, said 
‘Aren’t you clever?’ and 
turned a blind eye to the 
blood and guts he’d trailed 
across the linoleum. 

The last time I took him back, 
I tripped on a fray in the carpet. I 
could see him sneering from under 
the couch, crouched on his haunches, 
raw gums glistening as I twisted and 
jerked like a fish on land. Then he 
padded over and kissed my bruises, a 
faint sourness on his tiny breath. 

I’m on to him now. His pleading, 
the soft wailing out in the yard, is as 
shallow as the dish he feeds from. 
If I undo the latch he will sidle in, 

jump on my lap, snag my blouse and 
knead my broken heart. I can’t quite 
bring myself to starve him but he’s 
staying out there until my lovely boy 
is back. 

He’s trying a different 
tack today, 

swaggering round the 
pot plants and rubbing 
himself idly against a drainpipe. I will 
him to turn around and let me look 
at him, let me see the white mark 
that scars his head, the soft poke of 
hair under his chin, his green-grey 
eyes that once so true now seem 
disdainful, indifferent. 

“The minister’s cat is a callous cat,” 

I murmur to no-one. 
I lower my eyes towards the sink 

where I scour his filthy dish and fork 
with theatrical vigour. I lift the fork to 
the window, the better to inspect the 
jelly and gristle that has cemented in 
between the prongs. I could just soak 
them but I’m making a point. He 
never appreciated me, not even in the 
beginning. He would rub my ankle, 

nudge me absentmindedly with 
his damp nose, take what he 

wanted, then – whoosh, 
he’d be gone, the glimpse 
of a tail and the tap-tap-

tap of the flap swinging 
behind him the only clue he 

was ever there. 
He waits impatiently now as I 

fumble with the slippery packet of 
foul smelling treats. I open the door, 
lower the dish to the ground and use 
my steady hand to send it spinning 
across the flags towards him. 

I swear he winks at me. 
I’m not letting him in again. I’m not. 

The Minister’s Cat
by Monica Dickson

Auē! 
by Alex Reece Abbott

Last night I dreamt of your twin. 
The one your shit killed at birth. 

That’s the story you tell, anyway. 
This tale: at your descent down the 
birth canal, you had to shit. You did. 
It went all over your twin’s face and 
smothered her. Veronica officially died 
from Meconium Aspiration Syndrome, 
and you came out cooing like a pink 
kitten. Because of her, you never feel 
alone.

You tattooed her initials—VM— on 
your forearm and love to tell The 
Story of Veronica to girls in bars who 
like the way your evergreen eyes 
crinkle when you smile.

You wonder if Veronica would have 
been gay, if Veronica would have 
pierced her bottom lip at 31, 

if Veronica would have tried heroin in 
her early 20s. You wonder if Veronica 
would have turned down a role 
hosting a children’s television show, if 
Veronica would have lost her agent, 
if Veronica would have kissed a girl 
in a broken elevator because the girl 
looked sad and even more flustered 
than the panicked, flashing buttons.

I wonder if Veronica would have 
kept her promises, if Veronica would 
have asked me to move in with her, 
if Veronica would have changed 
her mind when her ex-girlfriend 
contacted her and said I miss your 
fingers inside me in bar bathrooms 
late at night.

In my dream, Veronica instructs me 
to forget you. She says you might be 
a good bowler, but you do not take 
responsibility for your lies. I was blind 
but now I see, she says with Biblical 
confidence. I see everything.

Veronica dresses like you. She 
likes red flannels, tattered Vans 
slip-ons, and backward hats. She 
likes reading Scandinavian novels 

and lists Karl Ove Knausgaard’s My 
Struggle as her favorite contemporary 
book. She collects deer skulls and 
hangs necklaces (returned to her by 
frustrated girlfriends) on the antlers as 
a reminder that she really should try 
to stop breaking hearts. Veronica and 
I are in love.

I realize this twenty seconds into 
the dream.

Everything I wanted from you, 
Veronica gives.

Before I wake up, I say, Turn around 
and let me look at you. She stretches 
her arm onto my lap. She has your 
initials—NM—tattooed on her skin. 
She likes to tell me The Story of 
Nicole before we fall asleep, and I like 
the way her evergreen eyes crinkle 
when she smiles.

The Story 
of Veronica
by Suzanne Samples

‘Turn around and let me look 
at you.’

Alison turned, using fairy steps to 
keep her balance in the stiletto shoes 
and the pooling silk dress. Arms 
down by her side, hands clenched 
into fists so tight her knuckles showed 
white through her tawny skin, she 
waited.

The man scrutinised her closely 
before refastening the steel manacle 
around Alison’s bruised wrist. She 
held her breath. The man was inches 

from her nose. He closed 
his eyes and sniffed her. 

He licked his lips and 
his smile made her 

shudder.
‘You make a 

lovely bride,’ 

he whispered.
Alison exhaled. The air caressed his 

face. He stared straight into Alison’s 
widened eyes and stroked the skin 
touched by her breath.

‘Now, my turn.’ 
Alison waited for the grating of 

the door key before pulling on the 
chain that tethered her to the iron 
bed frame.

Lifting the dress, she tottered 
across the grimy concrete floor to the 
dressing table. She raked through the 
jumble of make-up and crumpled 
tissues, moved a battered silver 
picture frame onto the top of the 
mirror, pushed the odious perfume 
bottle against the oxidisation-spotted 
glass - and found the metal nail file.

She grabbed it and headed for the 
screws holding the chain to the bed. 
There was only one left.

The door knob rattled. Alison 
gasped and skittered back to where 
he had left her. She tried to quieten 
her fast breathing. She straightened 
her arms by her sides again, hiding 
the file in her fist, the sharp end 
pointing towards the floor.

The door creaked open. He stood 

in the doorway wearing an Armani 
cashmere wool suit, carrying a 
bouquet of freesias and gypsophila; a 
hint of spring in an autumn room.

‘These are for you,’ he said.
He walked towards her. Alison 

gripped the nail file tighter. Just one 
more step. 

The pop of the gun surprised her. 
She stared down at the black dot 
on the bodice of the gown, which 
changed from white to burgundy. She 
collapsed.

‘Leave me at the altar would you, 
Suzy,’ he snarled.

The picture frame caught his eye. 
There were some similarities between 
Suzy and Alison, but the subtle 
differences were only now becoming 
clear to him. The glower faded from 
his face. He sighed. Dear God. Yet 
another hole to be dug in the top 
terrace. He dropped the smoking 
bouquet of ruined flowers to the floor.

Picture 
Perfect
by Carole Johnston
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It was with trepidation and apprehension 
and dread and many other synonyms for 
nervousness that I sat there in that chair in 
that office waiting for the expert to come 
in and talk to me. When I’m nervous, I 
often try to calm myself by thinking of as 
many synonyms for a word as I can, which 
some might find as a perfect example of 
why I’m single. And the fact that I’m single 
is actually why I was sitting in that chair, 
creating a vicious circle of singledom and the 
unintentional participation in the activities 
that contribute to singledom. You might even 
call it a savage circle, or a heinous one. 

He entered just as the word “cruel” drifted 
through my mind, and I was struck by his 
appearance, being that he looked exactly like 
the image I had in mind of what the expert 
would probably look like. Lab coat, glasses, 
a bit tall and skinny, serious and professional-
looking. I’m always a bit thrown off when 
I’m met with exactly what I expect. Just 
when you think you’ve got a handle on the 
capricious nature of this world, it goes and 
throws you for a loop by being completely 
predictable. 

He shook my hand, introduced himself as 
Gene Schwerman (“Call me Gene, please,”) 
and sat behind the desk. He got right to 
business, smiling and informing me they 
were able to find some exciting results as he 
typed his login credentials into the keyboard 

in front of him. Then he took his eyes off 
the computer monitor, looked me right in the 
eyes, and said, “Are you ready to know who 
your soulmate is, Mr. Seger?” 

Again, I was taken aback. Nothing so 
important is ever this easy. All I had to do 
was submit to a blood test, a semen sample, 
and a thorough questionnaire. And pay the 
fee, of course. The cost wasn’t cheap but 
well worth the money if they were actually 
able to deliver on what they promised. I sat 
up, leaned in, eyes wide and bright, giving 
him all my attention. He seemed pleased that 
I was exhibiting such hope in the process, 
instead of the skepticism that I have no 
doubt he often has to contend with. “I’m 
ready, Gene,” I said confidently. “And please 
call me Bill.” 

“Well, Bill,” he said with an easy smile, “we 
have a direct match. A 100% is pretty rare. 
Usually it’s in the 90 to 98 percent range. A 
lot of folks only get up the 80th percentile. 
Can you believe that? Out of the entire 
human population of the world, there are 
actually people who can’t find a single other 
person that they completely match with. It’s 
sad, really. But it’s cases like yours that makes 
doing my job worth it.” I could tell Gene 
really meant it. I could see he couldn’t wait to 
lay it on me. I took a deep breath, sat back, 
and gave him a solemn nod. 

Soulmate Inc.

by Neil McGowan
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“Her name is Iset.” I felt my eyebrows rise. 
What an interesting, exotic-sounding name. 
I was intrigued, and Gene could tell I wanted 
to know more. “You’re literally perfect for each 
other. She’s the kind of woman that gets your 
sense of humor, and our data tells us how 
important that is to you.” At this, I looked 
down bashfully, feeling my lips curl into a 
coy smile. “More importantly, she’s the kind 
to understand that it’s important to you that 
she doesn’t just get your jokes, but can add 
to them and make them better instead of 
simply laughing. Before you know it, the two 
of you would be bouncing quips off of each 
other, adding hilarity upon hilarity, seeing 
how far you can mutually climb that hill until 
it reaches its peak. And after it does, you 
would start over again with a new topic.” 

“I love that,” I said. “It’s such a rare and 
beautiful thing when two people are on the 
same wavelength like that.” 

“Well said,” said Gene. “And it’s not just a 
simple sharing of humor, obviously. You 
possess the same values and general sense 
of morals, both love cats, and quite simply 
would enjoy a physical chemistry that’s 
totally off the charts. We here at Soulmate 
Incorporated find that it’s really those little 
ineffable qualities that make that one person 
so special. Other companies similar to this 
one aren’t quite able to pinpoint them, 
but we can. And our huge database of 
nearly every single person to ever exist is 
unmatched in this field.” 

I shook my head in awe, a small laugh 
escaping from my mouth. I didn’t know what 
else to say. Gene’s simple, confident smile 
was still fixed on his face as he continued. 
“She was quite special. She was born in 1253 
BC in northeastern Africa, the area we now 
call the country of Egypt. She existed in 
quite an exciting era there around the Nile 
River valley. She started out as a slave under 
Ramesses the Great, but was able to work 
her way up-” 

“Wait just a second,” I interjected. “My 
soulmate is dead?” 

“Oh, well yes. But don’t worry, she had a 
long and fruitful existence, dying at the 
ripe old age of 42. That was basically like 
100 in our day. And records show that she 
died peacefully of natural causes, not by 
being bitten by a camel or a heavy piece of 
pyramid falling on her or something crazy 
like that.” 

“That’s great,” I said, not bothering to hide 
the exasperation in my voice. “But what 
good does that do me? You’re telling me my 
soulmate existed centuries ago. And?” 

“And you would have really hit it off. But, 
I can understand your disappointment.” 

And then there was silence. Gene seemed 
to think our meeting was over. I wasn’t 
having it. “Can you maybe give me a more...
practical result? Someone who exists in this 
timeframe, per se?” 

Gene adjusted his glasses. “That’s definitely 
going to change the results. I mean, we’re 
going from a selection from trillions of people 
to about six billion. Three billion actually, 
since you’re not sexually fluid.” He turned 
back to the computer monitor, typed in a 
few things while I attempted to control my 
breathing, and then continued. “Okay, then. 
Gretchen. She’s only a 85% match but...you 
know...what are you gonna do, considering 
these new parameters?” I was noticing a 
certain deflation of enthusiasm in Gene’s 
general demeanor. “She lives in a small 
town on the southern tip of Australia, only 
accessible by a small airport 140 miles away 
and a long, treacherous drive through an 
area mostly controlled by bandits. She enjoys 
crossword puzzles and-” 

“Isn’t there anyone nearer?” 

“Um. How near?” 

“Very near. You know, like near enough that 

I could actually visit her, perhaps even date 
her on a regular basis without uprooting my 
entire life.” 

Gene just stared at me. He locked eyes with 
me for a long time. It was on the tip of my 
tongue to point out to him that I couldn’t 
possibly be the first client of his company 
to make this request, but his cold steel gaze 
kept my jaw locked. He finally turned again 
to the monitor and typed a bit, muttering 
something under the noise of the clacking 
that I didn’t mind not being able to make out. 

“All righty then. Gladys lives 20 miles away, 
if that’s not too terribly far away for you. 
A 74% match. She won’t quite jibe with 
your sense of humor in the same manner 
as that Egyptian woman, but you kind of 
have to grab on to what you can at this 
point. She enjoys bingo, crocheting, watching 
daytime game shows and only driving when 
absolutely necessary.” 

I knew I was walking in a minefield at this 
point, but I had to ask. “And how old is 
Gladys?” 

“76. Let me guess: That’s an issue.” 

“As a matter of fact, I-” 

“Then we have Cindy. 67% match. Enjoys 
playing hopscotch at recess, Pokemon, 
asking her mother when she can get her ears 
pierced-” 

“PASS!” 

Gene’s hand slapped the desk in frustration 
and he fixed his gaze on a spot on the wall to 
his left. He blinked a couple of times, cleared 
his throat, and returned once again to typing 
with an air of complete resignation. The 
typing stopped and he stared at the monitor 
for a moment, then explained the following 
without looking at me, keeping his eyes on 
the data. 

“Vera. 35 years old. Lives 8 miles away.” 
He paused, simultaneously gathering courage 
and swallowing the bile gathering in his 
throat before saying the next part. “54% 
match. She’ll probably laugh at your jokes 
even though she doesn’t actually quite fully 
get them, without much follow-up or banter. 
But look, you’ll get along just fine. There 
will actually be moments when you think it 
might be really great, because at least you’re 
not alone. You’ll curtail a lot of your habits, 
rituals and behaviors that you know she 
simply won’t understand, because it will be 
easier than trying to explain them, much less 
helping her to see how they make you special 
and unique. Little will you know that she’s 
doing the same, perhaps even more so than 
you. Two people refashioning themselves into 
the most palatable version for someone else’s 
taste.” He paused for a moment, then added 
one more thing. “She also wants to travel, so 
there’s that. Although not to the same places 
as you, but you’ll work that out. All in all, it’ll 
be just fine. There will be many times when 
you’ll wonder if you can do better; be happier 
with someone else out there. But because of 
Soulmate Inc., you’ll know for certain that 
you cannot. Not in the place and time in 
which you exist.” 

He unceremoniously clicked the mouse and 
with a sudden whirring noise, a single sheet 
of paper was produced from a nearby printer. 
Gene rose and retrieved it and handed it to 
me. “Here’s her information. Good luck to 
you.” 

He remained standing as I gave the paper 
a quick glance. Not wanting to prolong the 
awkwardness for either of us any longer, 
I abruptly stood, nodded an acknowledgment 
for his service, which he stoically accepted 
I suppose, and then I exited the room. I called 
Vera the next day and explained who I was 
and why we should meet. Turns out she’s 
been married for ten years and has three 
kids. Gene probably should have 
mentioned that.
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He chews on fake words

like a child chews on the

gospel of his parents,

grubby fingers grasping

half-truths and lost thoughts

neither here nor there.

Daddy strums a guitar

made out of Mommy’s

hair and the son pretends

her screams are music.

Daddy smiles, and each

strum is another splatter

of blood on cream-colored

carpet. The son chews

on fake scriptures,

every taste another

lie added to the

dream. Shattered glass

sleeps beneath his fingertips

and Daddy doesn’t smile.

Father, Son, and Ghost.

How’s that for gospel?
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Anah Tillar writes mind-bending 
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BACKWATER
GOSPEL

by Anah Tillar
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“Hey, Jocky. You no been in for so long. I 
think dah we no friends no more!” 

The door swings behind Bert, ushering inside 
a stinging draft and closing with a peculiar 
sucking sound. The light inside is electric 
bright, bouncing off walls of mirrors. At the 
back, a blond-haired man lies prostrate, 
exposing his pale throat to a black-eyed boy 
with a blade; the type of boy we’re told by 
the news not to trust.

“Aye, Ali. I’m long overdue a cut,” admits 
Bert. 

The man he addresses is sharply dressed for 
his age and has liquorice-black hair combed 
into a soft wave that rises and falls across 
his remarkably unlined forehead. Ali refers 

to every customer with peely-wally, white-
pudding skin as ‘Jock’. 

Bert hangs his jacket and scarf on a 
precariously listing coat stand and shuffles 
over bubbled linoleum to his usual seat.

“Hullo boys”, Bert offers to two other younger 
men reflected in the mirror. They sit round 
a Calor gas fire, thumbing through their 
phones. They don’t look up. 

The strained sound of his own voice reminds 
Bert that he hasn’t spoken in a while. There 
is a distinctive smell of gas, mixed with 
shampoo and bleach from the just-this-
morning mopped floor. The whiff of a floral 
air freshener seeps under the door of the 
toilet-cum-cleaning cupboard; disguising 
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something less palatable recently left inside.

“Hey, zis is no good, Jock. You are scruffy, my 
man! Whad’s the madder. Ai, ai, ai. Zis will 
no do.”

Ali’s voice blasts in Bert’s face as he 
brusquely examines his client. He points 
Bert’s chin up to the striplight before swirling 
a gown around him with all the flourish of a 
matador. 

“Whad is zis? 11 o’clock shadow? Zis no like 
you, Jock!” 

There is a sprinkling of stubble on Bert’s 
poultry-grey neck and chin, some coppery 
whiskers too poking from his ears and 
eyebrows. 

“I’ve gone to pot Ali, not quite myself at the 
minute, but I knew you’d sort me out.” 

Bert flinches at the warmth of Ali’s touch. 
Flesh on flesh, blood in veins. How long had 
it been? Eight weeks only? Two cycles of the 
moon?

“Ali fix you up nae bother, Jock. You in good 
hands, no?” 

Clinking metal, silver flashes in the mirror 
and a snow flurry of white hair falls as Ali 
dances around the chair. Darting in and out, 
up and down; a performance of dexterity 
and precision. Then the buzzing of clippers. 
Whispers around Bert’s ears, breath on his 
neck. 

He allows himself to loosen a little as Ali 
takes control. But this tiny submission allows 
unbidden thoughts into his mind. He thinks 
of the fine layer of dust that has settled in his 
home, remembers her ghost clothes that hang 
on one side of the wardrobe and then the 
bone-boring in his chest begins again. 

Bert’s feels the gown tighten round his neck 
and his throat thickens. The tsunami inside 
him retreats back further, pulling his innards 

into the dark hole that grief has dug. He 
panics that the great wave that has been 
gathering and growing inside is about to 
break forth as Ali fusses around him. 

But without warning, the chair is flipped 
back and Bert is out flat. Ali wraps his face 
with hot towels and Bert is grateful for a 
moment’s shelter. Having his face covered is 
helping quell the panic. He can survive this, 
he thinks. 

The towels are ripped off and Ali begins 
expertly pulling and stretching Bert’s skin; 
lathering his cheeks and neck with scalding 
water and rose-scented soap. Bert tries not to 
think of the box of floury, shrivelling Turkish 
Delight on her TV tray, or the hollow in her 
padded chair. 

Ali’s silver blade expertly skates over the old 
man’s grey skin, stroking down his Adam’s 
apple, scrapping over the contours of his 
face; no hair left un-scythed. The blade is 
wiped on clean towels, then Bert’s face is 
mummified for a moment again before being 
rubbed down. A faintly antiseptic splash 
of something. Then the flash of a match 
around his jaw and ears and Bert is propelled 
upwards, like a pilot ejected into air as thin 
as life itself.

“There we go, Jock, good as new.”

Bert gasps with the exertion. The colour has 
indeed returned to his cheeks even though his 
heart wheezes ever-weaker in the shadows. 
He swivels his head about and looks at the 
back of his hair in a mirror presented by Ali. 

“Aye, not bad Ali. Thank you. You’ve done a 
grand job” he decides as he fishes in his back 
pocket for his wallet – relieved to be getting 
out quickly and unscathed.

Ali helps Bert into his jacket. 

“Looking good for that fine lady of yours, eh 
no Jock”, 

And that’s the jolt. No early-warning siren. No 
time to get to high, safe ground. A grieving 
old man trapped awkwardly with one arm in 
a sleeve behind his back. Under bare lights 
and in the glare of mirrors, the wave breaks 
forth and crushes him.

Loss propels its way from Bert’s abdomen, 
squeezes his lungs under its sheer volume 
and forces itself into his constricted throat so 
that he emits a strange bag-pipey cry. Then 
it punches him behind his nose and eyes so 
that the tears break free in a torrent. The 
gut-punching blow that, for the first time 
in 57 years, there would be no one waiting 
for him at home. No one to chastise him for 
getting his hair too short or not enough off. 
Or to stroke his chin and tell him “Not bad 
for an old boy”.

Ali spins Bert round by the arm of his coat 
and recognises the loss in his eyes. 

“Hey Jock. No need to rush away. We need 
coffee, no?”

Bert lets Ali marshal him over to where the 
younger men are sitting. 

“Kaybol, kaybol,” he orders, whipping the 
boys away with a wet towel and depositing 
Bert in the chair closest to the heat. 

He gives the old man time to pull himself 
together while he brews coffee out the back. 
He hears Bert blow his nose and cough a 
few times then returns with a tray of ornate 
cups and a proper silver coffee pot that look 
incongruous in such surroundings. 

For some time, the men sip thick Turkish 
coffee, letting the silky liquid work its 
restorative powers. Ali knows loss on so many 
fronts. As he drinks, he surveys the portable 
heater that has replaced the backgammon 
tables of his youth, where his father and 
uncles gathered. He remembers the smell of 
cardamom; the call to prayer that punctuated 
his day; the swirl of foam on top of coffee 

brewed like nowhere else; brotherhood and 
belonging. His dark-eyes, the colour of the 
cattle-bruised soil of this country he now 
calls home, search the depths of his cup. 
They reflect mountains, turrets and aridly 
beautiful expanses that he lost decades ago.

Bert keeps his gaze on the narrow, windy 
street outside where a hand gloved in a 
plastic bag scoops up the pavement-deposit 
left by a tiny dog that looks like it might 
blow away. He watches a young girl struggle 
onto a bus with a pushchair as the driver 
grows impatient and does nothing to help. 
Across the street, a boy eating a sausage 
roll out of a paper bag nods his head to a 
beat only he can hear. He drops the empty 
bag and it floats on down the road. Life 
continuing without her. A world that seems 
to have forgotten about her existence already; 
a world to which Bert feels untethered. 

“Cheers, Ali. I should be getting going now. 
Thank you for the coffee.” Bert slips on his 
coat and decides he will take flowers to the 
still-spongy mound on his way home, where 
the other half of him lies.

“No bother, Jock. My Baba used to say, ‘To 
drink one cup of coffee together guarantees 
40 years of friendship.’ We got a while 
together my friend, eh no?”

Bert is genuinely touched by the kindness of 
this man he has known loosely for 20 years 
and grateful for the amicable anonymity they 
share. They shake hands the Scottish way; 
hard and strong. 

“Geçmiş olsun, Jock.”

“Cheerio”, Bert throws over his shoulder to the 
rest of Ali’s boys whose eyes stay fixed on 
the glowing screens in their hands. 

The door swings at the old man’s back and 
he is sucked out onto the blustery street 
outside. 
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When I was a child, the view from my 
bedroom wasn’t much. A dead tree, a disused 
shed, and a dirt road the bootleggers used to 
run liquor down. A mile along, there was a sign 
saying ‘a prayer a day keeps the devil at bay’ 
that I don’t think ever did much persuading.

When I think back to those blistering, dusty 
days, me bored as hell in my room sneaking 
peeks out at the yard, I don’t think I ever 
appreciated the view. Sure, counting the limbs on 
a dead tree don’t sound like a funfair, but these 
days I’ve grown to treasure the little things. These 
days, that view is my favourite thing in the whole 
damn universe.

The outside world. All of its buzzing, winged 
life that comes flitting past my glass, all legs 
and stingers, reminding me about that rat I seen 
once. A huge dead thing, bloated and rotten, its 
belly stuffed with new, wriggling life. I learned 
something that day. Death is ugly as sin. As true 
then as it is now. Even after the burning.

I was a young boy, stuck indoors again, sick 
with something or other. I was always sick in 
them days. Stuck in bed reading a comic book. 
A story about some fella who could fly saving a 
damsel who’d gotten herself kidnapped. Them 
jokes making every breath into a laugh, a smile 
splitting my young face in two until the coughing 
took over again. So this guy had gotten the girl 
and leaned in for his trademark smooch when 
she slapped him clean across the cheek and 
yelled, ‘You idiot, I never was kidnapped in the 
first place!’. A real twist in the tale. I had laughed 
at this fella, a prize chump, and then leaned over 
to get a drink.

The glass was smudged with fingerprints and 
the water inside was warmed by the room. Pop 
always drew the curtains when I was sick – so’s 
I wouldn’t see my sisters having a swell time 
running around that old dusty yard, exploring the 
shed we were sure once got used for murders by 
a real ol’ fashioned bad-guy in the olden days – 
and the heat built and built.

‘Good for burning up fevers,’ he used to say, 
latching the window and closing the drapes. 
Then he’d bind me in blankets, kiss my sweating 
forehead, and go off to melt ice cubes in a glass 
of bourbon.

Well I leaned over to get this glass only 
I knocked it clean off the table. I remember 
scrambling to pick it up, throwing my comic 
off to the side to keep it dry. All the water had 
sloshed across the blankets and I reckoned Pop 
was bound to be mad if he saw it.

So I’m stripping my bed back to the dry 
blankets, scared to call on Pop in case he thinks 
I’m back to wetting my sheets, all the while my 
comic is sitting on the table next to the candle.

Now it don’t take much thinking to tell that 
paper and candles don’t mix all too safe. And 
sure enough my funnybook went up like a rocket. 
Without even thinking, I moved to hurl it out 
the window but of course that damn latch was 
bolted behind the drapes. The curtains caught 
up real well and it wasn’t long before the whole 
damn room was smouldering like Old Nick’s 
fireplace. In the middle of all that, there’s me, a 
small kid, pretty sickly, melting like a candle.

These days, that view is my favourite thing. 
I wheel myself here to look, mostly. My legs ain’t 
much use for standing since the tendons popped. 
Snapped like taffy in that heat. Dripped-wax skin 
keeping my joints tight as a spring. 

Sometimes I like to sit and watch the world 
spin. See the dust blow across the ground. Count 
them branches on the tree. That beautiful world 
outlined by a charred window-frame.

Pretty often I think about that rat I saw before 
the burning. How one eye was still open, staring 
out. I think about how sad that rat looked. 
How in that second there didn’t seem like a single 
thing could be worse than being dead. 
But mostly I just sit and enjoy the view.
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Napoleon watches his cavalry 
charge up the slopes towards 

the British forces for a third time. 
‘This time we’ll get them!’ he tells 

his adjutant confidently. His adjutant 
isn’t so certain. The British forces have 

formed defensive squares and have 
successfully held off two cavalry charges 

already. The bristle of bayonets and 
firing muskets causes both the horses and 

horsemen to shy away from them. ‘This 
time,’ says Napoleon again, ‘we will give 
Wellington the boot, no?’ 

But just at that moment a rider comes 
galloping up towards them. ‘Your 
Excellency!’ he says. ‘The Prussians have 
arrived. They are entering the field!’ The 
adjutant turns to Napoleon. If they can 
redirect the French cavalry charge towards 
the Prussians, they just might have a 
chance. But they will have to be quick. 
‘Your Excellency, we should divert the charge 
to the Prussian front at once,’ he says. 

‘A moment, a moment,’ Napoleon says. ‘I am 
tweeting the Wellington boot joke. It will get 
a lot of share I think.’ 

’But your Excellency, we must divert the 
cavalry at once.’ 

‘Oui, oui, oui. But I have to copy this tweet to 
Facebook first. Should I add a picture, do you 
think? Or a boot? Or both? You see how many 
likes this will get!’

The adjutant looks to the edge of the 
battlefield in frustration. He can see the 
Prussians have arrived in force. This will turn 
the battle from a British defeat to a French 
defeat! Unthinkable. ‘Your Excellency,’ he says, 
flapping his hands in anxiety. ‘I must insist 
you bring your attention to the battle!’

‘What do you think I am doing?’Napoleon 
demands. ‘Now take a picture of me. I haven’t 
done Instagram yet. And make sure it is a 
victorious-looking one.’

Napoleon Misses an 
Opportunity at Waterloo

by Craig Cormick
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Nostos  by Toby Buckley

A battered tent and three camping
chairs lie deserted in a field
near the West Somerset rail line,
their owners’ camping trip cut short
by a mysterious something.
Local horses have ceased to hear
the clatter of the old steam train.
Chomp soot-laden grass. Nicker. Snort.

I find myself most nostalgic
surrounded by stuff from before
my time, fetishize the pastness
of it all. In compartments, our
tea arrives in style, speckled thick
with soot. I expect nothing less.

      by Toby Buckley

I sit and wait in my grey, touchscreen hive
between the puffer fish and the moon
or, on a busy week, between a slice
of pizza and an ever-flexing bicep.

No longer ripe and furry like my ancestors,
I have traded in my crackling black
dancers’ thighs for a range
of spindly, limp commas.

Soon, I will pollinate your bud-like words,
watch them bloom into colourful sentences,
slipping, gel-like and ineffective,
among cornered bubbles of grey, and of blue.Toby Buckley studied at the 

Seamus Heaney Centre, Belfast. 
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The New Year begins when a girl steps on 
my ear. Luckily, she’s taken off her stilettos.
They dangle from her hand, and if she was still 
wearing them I’d be deaf as well ashungover. 
My reward for last night’s party is a throbbing 
head and ear. I look around tosee there are ten 
of us sleeping on the floor, curled and contorted 
like a flattened game of Twister. My clothes are 
stale with smoke and my jeans have a dark 
stain, hopefullyred wine, that wasn’t there the 
night before. I slip away from the aftermath, 
convinced Iknow the way to the underground 
station. Twenty confused minutes later, I’m lost. 
The district looked different last night, swarming 
with lights and noise. There’d been flocks of 
girls in sequined dresses, struggling to balance 
on dramatic heels. The roads seem quiet this 
morning, dilapidated and worn-out. I probably 
look much the same. If I keep walking, I should 
stumble across the tube. It’s easy enough to find 
by drifting from lanes to streets, like following a 
stream to a river.

I could’ve stayed with the crowd, who were 
planning a hair of the dog. Took plenty of juice 
last night though, and besides, I need to let 
January’s austerity wash over me, to cleanse 
the guilt of another year wasted. Time is more 
valuable than money.

The streets seem different in this part of 
town. The houses are ill-proportioned, like a 
giant has squeezed them together, cracking a 
few walls and making the paint peel, until the 
buildings appear thin but tall. I feel out of place. 
Even my skin colour seems the wrong shade. 
A couple of scruffy kids on bikes are watching 
me, and laughing. There’s another boy coming 
my way, wearing a geeky green anorak.

“Hey,” I say, stepping across his path to make 
him stop. He says nothing, as though he’s been 
taught not to talk to strangers with werewolf-

red eyes. “Do you know where the nearest tube 
is?”

“Yes,” he answers.
That’ll teach me to ask closed questions. 

“Where is it?”
“It’s not easy to explain,” he says.
“Can you show me?” He looks 

uncomfortable, his face registering the clash 
between a desire to be the good Samaritan and 
parental advice on talking to crazies. He’s wary. 
I decide to sweeten the deal.

“In return,” I tell him, “I can teach you to 
time travel.”

“That’s not possible,” he says.
I crouch down low so I’m at his level, 

and talk softly, to stop the bike kids from 
overhearing. “Well, you’re partially right.” I tell 
him. “You can’t go back. Nobody can erase their 
mistakes. You can go forwards, though.”

“To see the future?” he says, not believing, 
but hoping.

I nod slowly.
“Nah, you can’t do that,” he shakes his head.
“You can, once I’ve shared the knowledge.”
Silently, I count to five, as his brown eyes 

bore into my throbbing head.
“I can take you as far as Bretch Hill. It’s easy 

from there. Deal?”
“Done.” I hold out my hand and he shakes it, 

loosely.
We set off with the boy leading, immediately 

reversing my previous direction.
“Do you know those two?” I indicate the 

bike-kids with a head tilt.
“No,” he says, without even looking.
We take a right, and then a left along a 

sweeping curve of street with even taller houses 
that seem ridiculously narrow. I wonder if 
everything inside matches; thin arches, skinny 
cookers, a pencil bath, and willowy people. I 

vaguely recall Einstein’s theory that if you travel 
at the speed of light, everything contracts, and 
time seems to stand still. When you get back to 
where you started, everyone else has aged.

“What’s it like?” the boy says.
“Eh?”
“The future.”
“You know, it’s not so different. There are 

new bits of technology that are fun for a while. 
Not everyone you love makes it there, but 
you find new people. Pain, disappointment, 
loneliness, they all stick around.”

“Doesn’t sound that great,” the boy says.
“Those are the futures I’ve visited. Yours will 

be much better. I’ve only ever gone there to 
escape the present.”

The two bike-kids race past. The first boy 
has a mop of dark hair, and once beyond us 
he glides, so he can look back and stare, while 
the smaller kid with stubby legs pushes his bike 
from side to side as he strains to keep up with 
his bigger friend.

“This way,” my diminutive guide says. We 
cross the street behind the bike-kids, who are 
circling at the bottom of the cul-de-sac, and 
we turn right.

“Why don’t you use it now, to get where 
you’re going?”

I tell the boy, “Smart question. The truth is, 
I don’t use it anymore. Time travel is best for 
11-year olds.”

“I’m eleven,” he says proudly.
“Perfect.” I glance back, and see the bike-

kids, who must be thirteen or fourteen, tailing 
us. Mophead looks away when he sees me 
watching. He mutters to his mate.

“Why did you stop time-travelling?” the boy 
asks.

“Too dangerous. As you get older, it gets 
risky.”

We weave through a few more streets, 
largely in silence.

“This is it,” the boy says. “I’ll give you the 
final instructions when you’ve told me how to 
time travel.” He can’t help but smile at his own 
cunning ploy. We’re standing by an alleyway 
that seemingly stretches to infinity.

“What’s your name?” I ask.
“Everyone calls me Jet,” he says.
“Well, Jet, can you click your fingers?”

“Of course!” He’s about to demonstrate, but I 
grab his hand.

“Not yet.” I let go, and he rubs his fingers as 
though checking to see if I’ve stolen any. “Here’s 
what you do. Let’s say you’re somewhere you 
hate–”

“Like where?” he interrupts.
“Ever had a filling at the dentist?”
“No, but I had a tooth out that was cracked.” 

He pulls his lip down and points.
“Was it fun?”
“OK,” he says. “I get it. Somewhere I hate.”
I crouch low again, holding my finger and 

thumb as though I’m about to snap them 
together. “When you’re in that place, think of 
the spot in the future where you’d rather be. 
Like your home say, and be specific about 
what you’re doing. Perhaps you’re listening to a 
certain song in your bedroom, yeh? Then click 
your fingers.”

“That’s it?”
I continue. “When you get home, or to the 

place you imagined, remember to click your 
fingers again, and you’ll have travelled forward 
in time to that spot.”

Jet shakes his head, clearly unimpressed. “It’s 
a trick,” he says, sighing. He points down the 
alley. “At the end, turn left, and the underground 
is five minutes away.”

He walks off.
“Jet,” I call. He looks back. “It’s a trick, but it 

works.”
He shrugs. I head down the alley and hear 

the distant whoosh of two bikes. The passage 
slopes gently upwards. Mature trees overhang 
in several places, casting deep shadows. The 
sides switch between hedge, creosoted fence 
and red-brick walls. The alley makes me feel 
claustrophobic. I look at my finger and thumb. 
When I was a boy, one click could rush me 
home if my brother was back from the city, get 
me through an injection, or a school trip on one 
of those coaches that roll like a yacht in the 
swell. As I got older, I jumped further into the 
future; bypassing a week on a boring training 
course, and on one occasion, all of March. 
That was the last time though, when I finally 
understood the danger. I tuck both hands into 
my pockets for safe-keeping.

I round a corner, and there it is. An Alsatian. 
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A massive, powerful, black and brown monster. 
I’ve startled it. The creature’s first response is to 
go stiff and tall, so every muscle pops out like 
a canine bodybuilder. Then it begins to growl, 
a low undulation with lips pulled back so I can 
see a pink tongue rougher than sandpaper and 
four, enlarged, yellow canine teeth.

–
Jet knew the teenagers were following him. 

They had been since before he met the weird 
man. He’d hoped that a detour with an adult 
might have shaken them, but he was wrong. 
Now he was further from home, in an estate 
he didn’t know very well. Jet climbed the steps 
of the rusting metal bridge that crossed the 
railway line. He could hear the clang of one 
boy’s feet on the steps below. Glancing down 
through the open metal lattice, he could see 
him bouncing his bike up the steps. Jet decided 
to run. He was nearly halfway across when the 
dark-haired boy appeared at the far end of the 
bridge, on the top level. Dark-hair began riding 
towards him, grinning. Jet stopped. Behind 
him, Stubby-legs reached the top level, lay his 
bike against the guard rail and began walking, 
slowly and with menace.

Dark-hair stopped his bike in front of Jet 
with a screech of brakes. “I don’t know you,” he 
sneered.

Jet said nothing, in case he chose the wrong 
words.

“Doesn’t he realise this is our bridge?” 
Stocky-legs said from behind.

“Your bridge,” said Jet. “What are you, 
trolls?” He meant it as a joke, but could tell 
immediately it was a mistake. He put his thumb 
and middle finger against each other, and 
imagined a hot bath with steam clouding up 
the room. Then he snapped his fingers together. 
Nothing happened, and then Dark-hair lunged 
forward. The next few seconds were a blur. Jet 
was shoved against the chain-link fence, and 
suffered a flurry of punches and kicks. Then 
Dark-hair was racing away on his bike, with 
Stubby-legs chasing after him on foot. There 
was an enormous crash, and Jet saw a bike hit 
the gravel on the railway siding, as though it 
had been hurled off the bridge. Turning around, 
he saw the weird man smiling.

“Luckily for you, I had to take a small 
detour,” he said. “I saw it though - you time- 
travelled!”

“It didn’t work,” Jet said.
“Wait ‘til you get home,” the man replied.

–
His mum had wanted to call the police, but 

his dad said best not to make a fuss. The steam 
filled the tiny room, and Jet floated in the hot 
bath. He had a couple of bruises and a scrape 
on his back. Otherwise, he was fine. He was 
trying to forget the whole day, but it was hard 
not to replay it, and see how he could have 
acted differently. He suddenly remembered that 
the bath was his future place that he’d wanted 
to reach in the moment before the attack. He 
knew it was a trick, but couldn’t resist putting 
his fingers together and clicking. He waited a 
moment to see if anything had changed, and 
laughed. There was no magic, no teleportation, 
but the man was right. It seemed like only a 
moment ago when he’d been standing on a 
bridge being threatened by two thugs, and yet 
he’d clicked his fingers and now he was here, 
exactly as imagined. The trick worked.

Everything in between had happened, but it 
felt like it was gone. All that mattered were the 
two connected moments. 

He submerged into the heat, leaving only 
the oval of his face above the waterline. The 
world became a muted murmur that could be 
operating at any time and pace without him. 
He felt safe.

I could click my fingers at school, he thought, 
and a daouble-maths lesson would be over. I 
could click my fingers, and it would be summer 
holiday. He felt his heart pumping inside his 
chest. I could click my fingers, he thought, and 
I could be an old man remembering how I 
learnt to time travel when I was 11. When I’m 
old, he thought, it might be the only thing I can 
remember clearly, after my other memories have 
faded. He lifted his wrinkled hand out of the 
water and put his thumb and finger together. 
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EURASIAN MAKES

OKONOMIYAKI
I chop 

up a cabbage, and set to 
work grating potato and ginger. 

I don’t have any spring onions on me, but I have 
a bunch of leftovers from a Sunday roast to use up. 
I ladle the batter into the frying pan, and it begins to firm 

up into a body. It tries to lift itself up but the insides aren’t cooked 
through yet, so it’s at risk of leaking. Once the bottom has sufficiently 

crisped, I flip it over, and finally it works up the muscle to lift its head. 
“This is a mess,” it says. “What the hell am I?”

“I’m sorry,” I say. And truly I am. Nobody would feel good about foisting a 
crisis of identity onto a pancake. 

“There’s parsnip in me, and brussel sprouts!”
“‘Okonomiyaki’ means ‘cook as you like it’,” I say.
I think this pisses it off, because suddenly there’s a lot of hissing coming from the 

pan, and spitting oil. 
I turn off the heat and slip it out onto a plate. It seems to settle down, though it’s 

hard to tell with a fried face.
I have the right brown sauce, but unfortunately not much else. I pick up my 

chopsticks and tentatively approach.
“Hang on,” says the pancake. “Where’s the Kewpie mayo?”
I blink and the pancake lifts its head again. “What the hell!” 

“I’m sorry,” I stammer. “I ran out.”
The pancake doesn’t say anything, but then it doesn’t need to. 
It flops back down with a sigh. 

I portion off my first bite. After a while, the pancake 
comes around. “Hey, I don’t taste too bad,” it says. 

“You’re uniquely delicious,” I say.
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